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Abstract

Most mechanical and structural failures can be formulated as first passage problems. The traditional
approach to first passage analysis models barrier crossings as Poisson events. The crossing rate is
established and used in the Poisson framework to approximate the no-crossing probability. While this
approach is accurate in a number of situations, it is desirable to develop analysis alternatives for those
situations where traditional analysis is less accurate and situations where it is difficult to estimate
parameters of the traditional approach. This paper develops an efficient simulation approach to first passage
failure analysis. It is based on simulation of segments of complex random processes with the Karhunen-
Loeve expansion, use of these simulations to estimate the parameters of a Markov chain, and use of the
Markov chain to estimate the probability of fwst passage failure. Some numerical examples are presented.

Introduction

Mechanical and structural failure events can often be formulated as first passage
problems. In this context, failure occurs when, at a critical point, a peak of a random
stress process exceeds the corresponding material strength. Strength as a function of
random design factors is a random process itself, the mean of which will in general be a
function of time. Computation of the probability of failure of a component for which the
stress process is modeled as a sum of corre~ated non-Gaussian processes and strength is a
function of several random design factors and a function of time is summarized in
Nguyen and Wirsching (2000). The formulation relies on the traditional crossing rate
assumption.

This paper explores an alternative, data-based method for first passage probability
anal ysis. It employs an efficient approach to random process simulation, Monte Carlo
anal ysis, and the Markov chain framework for first passage analysis. A strategy for
efficient simulation of random processes is the Karhunen-Loeve expansion. It is based on
eigen-analysis of the autocorrelation of the random process. Through generation of
multiple realizations of segments of a stationary random processes, the conditional
distribution of the peak value within a segment, given the peak value in the previous
segment, can be estimated. This information can be used to form transition probabilities
for a Markov chain, and this can, in turn, be used to solve a first passage problem.

A fundamental issue with first passage analysis is that for some applications failure
probabilities are “small” and service life could be as much as 100 million cycles.
Therefore, transition probabilities for states of the Markov chain that are visited only
rarely, need to be estimated. This is done using artificial neural network extrapolation.
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The approach is described and its performance demonstrated. The goal of the analysis is
to avoid the crossing rate assumption (i.e., rare failures), and provide an efficient and
accurate method for estimating the failure probability of a component whose strength is a
random time dependent process and where the stress is wide band and non-Gaussian.

Karhunen-Loeve Expansion

The Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansion is, in its most general form, a framework for the
efficient representation of multidimensional, continuous-valued, continuous-parametered
random processes. It is described, for example, by Ghanem and Spanos (1991) and Jain
(1989). We use a special form of the K.L expansion to represent a finite segment of a
stationary, univariate, continuous valued, discrete parametered, mean-zero random
process. Let X be an n x 1 column vector of random variables denoting a finite segment
of the random process described above. Denote its autocorrelation matrix by

IIRxx =EXXT , E[.] denotes the operation of expectation. An estimate of the

autocorrelation matrix can be used in place of J?xx when data are available. Express the

autocorrelation in terms of its eigenvalue decomposition; truncate the representation:

Rxx =VWVT=Vwv
T =vwl/21wl/2vT

where the columns of V are the eigenvectors of Rxx, and W is a

elements are the eigenvalues of Rxx. The elements of W

(1)

diagonal matrix whose

are nonnegative. For

computational efficiency, the autocorrelation matrix can be approximated using its
principal components by eliminating low resolution components from the representation
in the second expression. We perform such an approximation by retaining the largest
elements of W in the N x N matrix w (IV < n), and the corresponding columns of V in

the n x N matrix v. w is decomposed in the final expression. w 1‘ 2 is the diagonal matrix
whose elements are simply the square roots of the elements in w, and Z is the N x N

identity matrix. Because the autocorrelation matrix is simply the expected value of XX T
and 1 is the autocomelation matrix of an N-vector U of zero-mean, unit-variance,
uncorrelated random variables, the random process X has a representation:

x =vwl/2u

This is a simple, approximate expression of the KL expansion. Its inverse is:

u= W–112VTX

(2)

(3)

1’2 because of the truncation in Eq. (l).There should be no zeros on the diagonal of w
The joint probability character of the elements of U is determined by the joint probability
character of the elements of X. When X is Gaussian, then so is U, and when X is non-
Gaussian, then so is U. When it is convenient, the elements of U can be transformed from
a non-Gaussian space into the Gaussian space using Rosenblatt (1952) transform.
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Realizations of random process X can be generated by generating realizations of random
vector U, then using the results in Eq. (2). Monte Carlo analysis of the random process X,
or any measure of X can be efficiently performed by generating multiple realizations of
X, evaluating the appropriate measure, estimating statistics of the measure, then obtaining

inferences from the statistics. For example, let x ~, j = 1,..., m be an ensemble of

generated realizations of the random process X. Let 21 be the random variable denoting

the largest value in the first half of vector X, and let 22 be the random variable denoting

the largest value in the second half of vector X. We can develop a statistical estimate for

the joint probability that 21 c A n 22= B, using maximum likelihood formulas. For

later reference, A and B might represent “safe” and “failure” regions of response space.

It is sometimes useful to smoothly interpolate (or extrapolate) these results. This can be
done for the approximation of marginal and joint cumulative distribution functions (CDF)
of random variables using artificial neural networks (ANN). (See Freeman and Skapura,
1991.) The current approach assures that the limiting requirements of CDFS are satisfied.
In the marginal case, the approximation is based on the following expression:

ix (x)= @(g(x)) (4)

This assumes that an approximation to the CDF, i$x (x), is available at some points,

xj, j = 1,..., n. (For example, an empirical CDF, a kernel density estimator [Silverman,

1986], a Wavelet approximation [Vidakovic, 1999], etc.) The approach fits a function

[(‘1 fix xj)] at the points xj, ~ = 1,...,g(x) to the quantities CP n. The function g(x) is a

single-input/single-output ANN of any appropriate type. Once the fitting is performed,
the approximation can be used for any x value. Inte~olations as well as extrapolations
can be performed, but great care must be exercised in performing extrapolations.

In addition, a bivariate CDF can be approximated based on the expression:

I$XY(x, y) = @(g(x, y)), where g(x, y) is a two-input/one-output ANN. These results can

be used to approximate conditional probabilities.

Markov Chain

A Markov process is a random process that can be completely specified by the marginal
probability distribution of its initial state and the conditional probability distribution for
transitions from one state to the next. A Markov chain is a particular type of Markov
process – one defined with discrete valued random variables on a discrete indexing set.
The theory of Markov chains is discussed, for example, in Isaacson and Madsen (1976 )..
Let a discrete–valued, scalar random process be denoted {X j, ~ = 0,1,2,...}. Denote the

range of realizations of the random variables in the random process ~k, k = 1,..., M

Gather the marginal probabilities that the random process occupies states ~k, k = 1,...,M
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at time index j into a column vector p ~, and gather the conditional probabilities that the

random process transitions into state i at time index j+l, from state k at time index j, into

Tj. Then we can write:

Pj+l ‘TjPj j = 0,1,2,... (5)

We are able to establish the state probabilities, P j, at any time index j, through recursive

application of Eq. (5), starting at time index zero. Among many other requirements, all

the columns of the transition probabilityy matrix, Tj, and all the elements of P j must

sum to one. In addition, all elements of the P j and the Tj are probabilities and must be

equal to or greater than zero.

First passage problems can be solved very efficiently using the Markov chain framework.

When the transition probabilities (elements of Tj ) into a group of states is finite, and the

transition probabilities out of the group of states is zero, then the group of states is an
absorbing state. That is, the group of states absorbs probabilityy from other states, but
gives none of it back to the donor states. In this context, we can define a structural
vibration failure state as the absorbing state. The first passage probability at the time
index j is the probability that the response occupies the absorbing state.

Example

Consider the zero-mean, stationary, Gaussian, univariate response of a multi-degree-of-
freedom system. The sampled data, 8192 points of computed response at At = lmsec,
were generated using standard techniques. (See Wirsching, Paez, Ortiz, 1995.) This
measured signal was then subdivided for estimation of the spectral density, and the
autocorrelation function was estimated using inverse FFT. From this, an estimate of the

response autocorrelation matrix, fixx, was created using fifty-point signal segments.

Hence, the dimension of ~xx is 50x50. This was used in Eq. (1) to obtain the

parameters of the KL expansion, then realizations of segments of the stationary random
process were generated as specified above. The generated segments were divided into
halves, and the peak response during each half was identified. Two thousand random
process segments were generated; the consecutive peaks realized in these segments are
shown in Figure 1. These quantities were then used as described above to create estimates
of marginal, joint and conditional probabilities of the random process peaks. All
probability distributions were written in the cumulative form, and approximated using
ANNs as in Eq. (4).

The probabilities obtained from the approximation to the conditional probability
distribution were used to populate the transition probability matrix of a two-state Markov
chain. One state corresponds to the “non-failed” system condition, and the other state
corresponds to the “failed” condition. The failed condition was defined as an absorbing
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state. The initial state was taken to be “non-failed” with unit probability, and the state
probabilities were marched out using Eq. (5).

At each time the first passage probability was taken as one minus the chance that no
failure had occurred up to that time. Figure 2 plots the first passage probability

distributions for the random process where the failure level is taken as constant at 30,

where o is the root-mean-square value of the system response. Results obtained using a
Monte Carlo approach with 500 simulations are also plotted. The results appear accurate.
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Figure 1. Joint realizations of highest peaks Figure 2. First passage probabilities of
in consecutive segments of generated response random process. Constant
Random process realizations. barrier level. Monte Carlo - dotted.

Because the transition probability matrix can be easily redefined at each time index, the
first passage probability distribution for a variable failure level can also be computed.

This was done for a barrier that starts at the level of 3 a, and diminishes exponentially at

‘1 The results are shown in Figure 3 along with corresponding Montethe rate of 0.1 sec .

Carlo results based on 500 simulations. Though less accurate than the constant-barrier
results. these results are fairlv accurate and typicallv conservative.

Time index, t Time index, t

Figure 3. First passage probabilities of Figure 4. First passage probabilities of
response random process. Variable response random process. Random
barrier level. Monte Carlo - dotted. barrier level. Monte Carlo - dotted.

First passage analysis can be extended in many ways to the problem where the barrier
itself is a random process. When the barrier random process is a Markov chain, the
randomness of the barrier can be easily incorporated into the analysis described above.
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This approach was taken here. Results were obtained for the case where the states and
transition probabilities of the barrier are as given in Eq. (6). (The barrier is tracked over
50-point intervals of the response because that is the interval length represented by the
peaks in Figure 1.) The initial state was taken as being in the “safe region” with unit
probability.

a~ = 30[1 -0. l(k - 1)] k =1,...,5 Pj =

“0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.01 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.01 0.99 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.01 0.99 0.00

10.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.00

(6)

The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 4, along with corresponding Monte Carlo
results, based on 500 simulations. Though less accurate than the previous results, these
results are still fairly accurate and, typically, conservative.

Conclusion

An efficient numerical technique for the approximate assessment of first passage
probability distribution for wide-band, potentially non-Gaussian random processes has
been developed. It uses the Karhunen-Loeve expansion to simulate segments of an
arbitrary random process, then uses these results to estimate highest-peak transition
probabilities for a Markov chain. Finally, it uses the Markov chain to estimate first
passage probabilities. The method makes no assumptions regarding the distribution of
highest peaks or the distribution of random process barrier crossing event. It can be used
to accurately analyze the first passage probability for non-Gaussian random processes.
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